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Laura Anthony 
More: Bio, E-mail, Twitter, News Team

WALNUT GROVE, Calif. (KGO) -- UC Berkeley engineering researchers have developed floating robots that may help California in a number of scenarios.

Researchers from UC Berkeley spent Wednesday tossing dozens of high-tech cylinders into the delta waters at Walnut Grove.

The sensors are equipped with GPS receivers and cellphone technology that provide data showing their exact movements in the waterway in real time. They can also deliver
information on pollution, salinity and other variables.

"The goal here is to be able to show the currents on a scale that was previously unknown, so we can understand better how the Delta works," UC Berkeley electrical engineer
Alex Bayen said.

Each of the 100 sensors contains a consumer cellphone or its components that transmit a live signal to a computer.

"It's a tracker of sorts; it knows where it is and how fast it's moving and because it's floating along with the water, what it's doing is what the water is doing," UC Berkeley
graduate student Andrew Tinka said.

The green dots displayed in the tracking program show where each device is at the moment.

Some sensors, with red tops, are passive, meaning they just float. Those with a yellow cap are active, equipped with propellers that allow them to move in the water.

"The robotic sensors that we built have the capability which has been exploited before which is the ability of the sensor to keep itself safe, to move into the center of the channel
to avoid obstacles," Tinka said.

With the real time data and the mobility of these sensors, researchers say there's a variety of real-world applications.

"We hope to provide authorities with a technology that can be deployed on-demand in real-time for something that happened that was unanticipated, like a levee break, oil spill
or any other contamination in water," Bayen said.

In an emergency like a levee break, the sensors could be dropped from a helicopter and if a cell signal is unavailable, they can communicate via two-way radio.

(Copyright ©2012 KGO-TV/DT. All Rights Reserved.)
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Around the Bay

Check back here each week for
new community events.

Watch ESPN Video Now

All the latest sports highlights

AccuWeather

https://register.go.com/abcotv/reg/register?code=kgo_201205_Nickelback
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/feature?section=news&id=6747727
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/feature?section=news&id=5787605
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/feature?section=news/entertainment&id=7200645
http://www.livewellhd.com/
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story?section=resources&id=5790461
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/channel?section=news/sports&id=6125032
http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/channel?section=weather/forecast&id=5750623
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Check your forecast, and view
live radar maps and video.

Finney's Friday Free Stuff

A health snack and flowers in this
week's offers!

Play Jeopardy! Online

Play Jeopardy! EXP anytime on
abc7news.com.

News Team Bios

Find bios for all of our anchors
and reporters here.

Drive Time Traffic

Bay Area real-time traffic maps,
alerts, and jam factor reports.

Download the Waze app

You can download the Waze app
by going to
ABC7News.com/Waze.
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